Students should remember that they are ambassadors for Brigidine and so by wearing the uniform correctly and neatly, they show pride in their school and its good name. It is expected that students will conform to the uniform code as this, in itself, is an exercise in self-discipline. The school uniform is also a sign of belonging to the College and the appropriate items are to be worn as required. The students are to be neat and well groomed in appearance at all times.

**JUNIOR SUMMER UNIFORM – Yrs 7 -10**
- **DRESS**: Regulation Summer school dress – knee length
- **BLAZER**: Bottle green collarless wool blend fully lined
- **JUMPER**: Navy blue wool blend with V-neck and school crest
- **SHOES**: Black leather, low heeled lace-up style
- **SOCKS**: White ankle style with a bottle green trim
- **SCHOOL BAG**: Bottle green backpack with school crest

**JUNIOR WINTER UNIFORM – Yrs 7 - 10**
- **SKIRT**: Tartan kilt – navy / green / white / yellow checks and stripes
- **SHIRT**: White shirt poly-cotton, straight-edged lapels, long sleeved
- **BLAZER**: Bottle green collarless wool blend fully lined
- **JUMPER**: Navy blue wool blend with V-neck and school crest
- **SHOES**: Black leather, low heeled lace up shoes
- **HOISERY**: Navy blue ankle socks with a bottle green trim; or Navy blue tights
- **SCHOOL BAG**: Bottle green backpack with school crest

**SENIOR SUMMER UNIFORM – Yrs 11 -12**
- **SKIRT**: Tartan kilt – navy / green / white / yellow checks and stripes
- **SHIRT**: White shirt poly-cotton, straight-edged lapels, short sleeves with crest
- **BLAZER**: Bottle green collarless wool blend fully lined
- **JUMPER**: Navy blue wool blend with V-neck and school crest
- **SHOES**: Black leather, low heeled lace up shoes
- **HOISERY**: White ankle socks with a bottle green trim
- **SCHOOL BAG**: Bottle green backpack with school crest

**SENIOR WINTER UNIFORM – Yrs 11 -12**
- **SKIRT**: Tartan kilt – navy / green / white / yellow checks and stripes
- **SHIRT**: White shirt poly-cotton, straight-edged lapels, short sleeves with crest
- **BLAZER**: Bottle green collarless wool blend fully lined
- **JUMPER**: Navy blue wool blend with V-neck and school crest
- **SHOES**: Black leather, low heeled lace up shoes
- **HOISERY**: Navy blue ankle socks with a bottle green trim; or navy blue tights
- **SCHOOL BAG**: Bottle green backpack with school crest

**IT IS COMPULSORY TO WEAR THE BLAZER WHEN TRAVELLING TO AND FROM SCHOOL IN WINTER – TERMS 2 & 3**
SPORTS UNIFORM – Yrs 7 - 12
All items are regulation with College crest or logo

T-SHIRT Short white polo shirt with navy blue collar
SHORTS Navy blue
TRACKSUIT Navy blue pants and jacket with white trim
JUMPER School Rugby Jumper
SOCKS White ankle socks with a bottle green trim
CAP College sports cap
SHOES Sandshoes MUST be supportive SPORTS shoes lace-up (not casual shoes)
COSTUME College navy blue swimsuit and navy blue swimming cap

The Sports Uniform may be worn to and from school when a student has a sports lesson during the day. If the Sports Uniform is worn to and from school, it is expected that the sports jacket will be worn to and from school during winter – Terms 2 & 3. The sports bike pants are NOT to be worn to and from school.

Sports Uniform is to be worn at sporting fixtures including College Swimming and Athletics Carnivals.

Students representing the College in any sporting events will also be required to wear the College uniform.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
The following are also available from the College Uniform Shop:

- College Spray jacket – Navy or bottle green
- Gloves (plain navy)
- Scarves (plain navy)
- Book bag
- Aprons (navy or white)
- A Navy Blue Cardigan with the College crest

SCHOOL UNIFORM SHOP
This is located in the Undercroft area, entry via Aeolia Street. Uniform Shop opening hours are Monday 10.00am — 2.30pm. Any variation or addition to these times will be advised via the College Website.

- SUMMER Uniform is worn in Terms 1 and 4
- WINTER Uniform is worn in Terms 2 and 3
UNIFORM EXPECTATIONS

- Only items from the list above are to be worn to school each day
- Girls’ summer dresses and kilts must be touching the floor when a girl kneels with her shoulders back. This is the minimum length
- Shoes are traditional black leather lace up with low flat heels. All variations (e.g. buckles, high heels, ripple soles and sport shoes) are not allowed
- Hairstyles are to be well groomed, simple, unsophisticated and appropriate for a school student. Long hair is to be tied back. Hair must be a natural colour with no obvious streaking or tinting. Ribbons or scrunchies are to be navy blue, white, yellow or bottle green and any hair accessories such as combs are to be navy or tortoise-shell in colour
- Sports uniform is NOT worn to and from school unless a student has a scheduled sports lesson on that day.
- Coloured nail polish is not to be worn with the uniform. Only clear nail polish may be worn
- NO Makeup is to be worn with the uniform
- The College school bag is the only permitted bag allowed
- If gloves or scarves are worn in winter they are to be navy blue
- Those students studying Hospitality are expected to wear their Hospitality Uniform during Hospitality ONLY
- Girls NOT in correct uniform are required to attend a uniform detention on the day of the infringement, between 3:00 – 3:20pm or 2:40 – 3:00pm (Thurs).

Jewellery

The following are the ONLY items of jewellery allowed to be worn with the school uniform. Any other items worn may be confiscated for breach of the uniform rules.

- One plain and matching gold or silver stud or sleeper in each ear lobe
- One watch

- Students who have additional piercings done during term or school holidays will NOT be permitted to breach these rules. Any breach of the uniform rules will incur a uniform detention as stated above.
- Students who choose to wear non-regulation items of jewellery will have these items confiscated. They will be stored in the College safe and returned to the student at the end of that school term.
- The College fully supports the NSW Cancer Council’s campaign to encourage students to wear protective headwear. A College cap is available. No other headwear will be accepted, including on sports day.
- No visible tattoos.
- No writing or graffiti is to appear on any item of the College Uniform.

*The Principal reserves the right to alter and interpret the above provisions.*